
3256 €/m2

For sale | Flat
Rīga, Old Riga
Price

280000 €

Description

In the heart of Old Riga beautiful apartment is being
offered for sale. Equipped with exclusive and expensive
furniture. Good layout and high ceilings make the
apartment bright and spacious. Layout: large entrance
hall, spacious bathroom, lounge with dining area and
sitting area, living room and bedroom. The apartment has
a beautiful view to the Old Riga. Furnished and equipped,
and all brand new. All furniture and furnishings
exclusively branded and tasteful. The Italian kitchen
manufacturer ARAN. Dining table and chairs design
CONCORDE, POLIFORM. Italian furniture in the bedroom
DIAMOND AVORIO, factory ARMOBIL (ivory lacquer with
natural leather and inlays ebony), double bed with
bedside tables and a dressing table inlaid with
SWAROVSKI crystals. In the living room with natural silk
carpet, sofa MINOTTI with a trundle bed white leather and
2 leather armchairs German designer BRETZ, Desk
system USM System the German manufacturer. Silver
lamps with lampshade made of natural silk handmade
Italian company ARTEMIDE. The kitchen is equipped with
all necessary appliances, oven, microwave, NESPRESSO
coffee machine ; bar stool Backup. Flatware all silver
ROBBY & BERKING, dishes VILLEROY & BOCH. The house
is surrounded by historical attractions such as the house
of the blackheads, the Tower of Peter. In the house with
12 apartments, gas heating, low utilities. Lift. Has its own
Parking space in the yard.

Area: 86 m2

Rooms: 2
Floor: 5
Floors: 5
Parking: in yard, lockable
Front building: yes
Lift: yes
View on yard and balcony: yes

High ceilings: yes
Gas heating: yes
Prudent utility practices: yes
Furnished: yes
Studio type: yes
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